WEATHERHEAD SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Peter B. Lewis Building
Phone: 216.368.2030

More Information: http://weatherhead.case.edu/

The Weatherhead School of Management spans the entire spectrum of research and learning from Appreciative Inquiry (AI) to Artificial Intelligence (AI). Weatherhead’s more than 1,400 students study undergraduate, graduate and doctoral programs in the Peter B. Lewis Building. Weatherhead’s Executive Education programs engage more than 3,000 people annually and offer the latest in leadership development programs to help individuals at all stages of their careers grow in their profession. Our Fowler Center for Business as an Agent of World Benefit brings students together with an international network of educators, researchers and practitioners who incorporate social and global issues into business innovation and social entrepreneurship.

Through innovative curriculum in data-driven management, Weatherhead continues to position graduates for high-demand jobs that connect business with analytics and technology in a rapidly changing world. STEM Masters degrees for MBA, Accounting, Business Analytics and Intelligence, Finance, and Supply Chain Management immerse students with in-demand technical knowledge, such as big data, artificial intelligence and blockchain technology, that is essential for a competitive business career. Located in the hub of healthcare in Cleveland, Ohio, Weatherhead gives aspiring healthcare business professionals the tools and resources they need to succeed in our Master of Healthcare Management program and Online MBA-Healthcare Management Track.

As a management school within a top research university, Weatherhead’s faculty members are committed to expanding knowledge and contributing to global scholarship through their research. Weatherhead faculty pioneered concepts in Appreciative Inquiry, Emotional Intelligence competencies, Intentional Change Theory and Manage by Designing. Our faculty have extensive, real-world business experience and connections to business leaders which they leverage to help students learn and develop networks. Students have unique opportunities to work closely with our world-class faculty members.

Mission Statement
The Weatherhead School of Management has an enduring impact on business and society through cutting edge research and innovative teaching that prepares professionals for the marketplace of the future.

Vision
The Weatherhead School of Management is a leader in data driven, experiential, and market-based management education and research. We leverage our strengths from Appreciative Inquiry to Artificial Intelligence (AI to AI), empowering our graduates to solve complex problems and lead thriving organizations that do well by doing good.

Values
The Weatherhead School of Management proudly embraces our student-centered culture of excellence that promotes collaboration, inclusion, and diversity in all that we do.

- Student-Centered – We believe in our students and alumni being our true north, and promote their development, growth, and well-being.
- Excellence with Integrity – We act ethically and transparently with all our internal and external stakeholders to promote and reward a culture of inquiry and discovery that is driven by evidence-based innovation in our research, in our classroom experience, and in our community endeavors.
- Collaboration in Action – We act collegially within our Weatherhead School of Management community, the university, and with external partners to develop enduring and transformational knowledge across disciplines.
- Diversity with Inclusion – We value diversity of ideas, culture, and people to foster an inclusive, respectful, and supportive community of lifelong learners.

Brief History
In 1952, Western Reserve University established the School of Business by combining the Cleveland College Division of Business Administration and the Graduate School Division of Business Administration, and from its founding until 1988, the activities of the School of Business were divided among a number of buildings both in downtown Cleveland and in University Circle. In 1967, the merger of Case Institute of Technology and Western Reserve University created Case Western Reserve University, and the Western Reserve University School of Business absorbed Case’s Division of Organizational Sciences to become the School of Management in 1970. Just six years later, the School of Management launched its full-time MBA.

In 1980, the School of Management was renamed in honor of Albert J. Weatherhead III, a Cleveland businessman and industrialist who represented the fourth generation of his family to carry on the Weatherhead name and values, including cultural and educational leadership. By 1999, the Weatherhead School of Management had developed a strong identity, growing out of its space in Enterprise Hall and requiring new construction. Funded by the philanthropist and entrepreneur whose name it bears, the Peter B. Lewis Building, designed by renowned contemporary architect Frank Gehry and completed in 2002, was the answer. Located across the street from the George S. Dively Building, which houses Weatherhead Executive Education programs, the Lewis Building, featuring Gehry’s unmistakable sculptural profile and gleaming stainless steel roof, both sets the school apart from its surroundings and, quite literally, reflects the prestigious neighborhood of the school. Gehry redefined the way a business school should look, just as Weatherhead redefines the way management education should take place.

Accreditation
The programs of the Weatherhead School of Management have been fully accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) International since 1958.